Black Markets
In the United States, black markets generate $1.1 trillion dollars of income. The largest black markets are those for illicit drugs ($327 billion), licit drugs ($148 billion), technology ($253.5 billion), illegal gambling ($110 billion), and prostitution and pornography ($122 billion). 3 Interestingly, expenditures on various facets of the criminal justice system (i.e., law enforcement, judicial and legal, incarceration, and correction) add to the GDP and make the economy grow larger. Nonetheless, these expenditures could have been made in their alternatives uses that help improve societal well-being such as public education, health-care, infrastructure, and science and technology. 
Largest Black Markets in the United States

Off-the-Book Activities
The off-the-book activities are rapidly rising because of depressed economic conditions and growing illegal immigration. Some workers evade paying income taxes in order to maintain larger cash flows to pay for household expenses. By and large, they conduct barter and cash transactions to be able to un-report or under-report annual income.
There are also people who evade taxation because they believe tax dollars are not spent wisely. In recent years, the federal government has spent billions of taxpayers' dollars on wars in Iraq and Afghanistan and bailout of large banks, insurance companies, and automobile makers at the expense of public education, health-care, and physical infrastructure. Lately, two government scandals occupied the news media. The "$16muffins scandal" referred to excessive food service charges paid for gatherings of Department of Justice officials, 4 and the "solar scandal" signified government loan guarantees made to failed companies of Solyndra: $535 million and SunPower: $1.2 billion. 5 Moreover, people mistrust lawmakers because some of them, while advocating higher tax rates, cheat on their own taxes. For example in 2009, the Ethics Committee lunched an investigation against four members of the Congress for cheating on taxes. They were Pete Stark (D-CA), Doris Matsui (D-CA), Eliot Engle (D-NY) and Ed Towns (D-NY). 6 In addition, there are large corporations that use shelters to reduce tax liabilities. They employ a variety of accounting schemes to concentrate their profits offshore and spend large sums of money to lobby for tax breaks at home. A common accounting practice of multinational corporations is transfer pricing. Accordingly, inter-company transactions involving the transfer of goods and services use variable prices in order to yield smaller profit margins in a high-tax subsidiary, but larger profit margins in a low-tax subsidiary.
According to David Cay Johnston, a tax journalist, "Many corporations routinely tell investors they incur millions in corporate income taxes, while the financial records they give the IRS show they owe nothing or are due refunds." 7 $25,000,000,000 Microsoft is a master of shifting income through various foreign countries-"to Bermuda via the Netherlands via Ireland" -in order to limit its domestic income subject to taxation.
